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To speak of Merlin, King Arthur’s most powerful advisor, is to speak of an archetype; the sorcerer in its purest form. The oldest writing in which the persona appears is a pseudo-historical chronicle, Historia Regum Britanniae (c. 1136) by Geoffrey of Monmouth. Monmouth is often considered the creator of the persona from the mythical Arthurian Court. Many are inconsistent, and this makes the legendary Merlin even more enigmatic; the myth that comes down to us today. Scholars claim that Geoffrey of Monmouth relied on two historical characters in creating Merlin. One was Myrddin Wyllt (or Merlinus Caledonensis), a bard, prophet, and madman from the south of Scotland, and a character who never had any historical connection with Arthur. Merlin serves as mentor to Maelgun instead of Arthur as popularized by Thomas Malory and others.[1] The novel also features mythological figures like the gods Woden and Lir as characters.[4]. Sequels[edit]. The second novel in the trilogy, tentatively titled The Thirteen Treasures,[4] is planned to feature Merlin’s search for the Thirteen Treasures of Britain and involves him meeting the dead Arthur through shamanism. The third novel is planned to cover Merlin’s stay in the Caledonian Forest where he finally dies a “triple death”. [1].

^ a b Tolstoy, Nikolai (1988). The Coming of the King: The First Book of Merlin. Bantam Books. ISBN 0-552-13221-7. This article about a 1980s fantasy novel is a stub. The story of King Arthur has grown and changed over the years. One of the first books to mention Arthur was written in the year 830 by a monk named Nennius. Nennius wrote a book called the History of the Britons (Historia Brittonum), and in it, he mentions that a king named Arthur commanded a number of battles. Nennius even lists these battles that he claimed were led by Arthur.Â Merlin came to love Nenive, another Lady of the Lake, and he constantly followed her around. Nenive did not appreciate Merlinâ€™s attention so she made a plan to get rid of him. She pretended to be in love with Merlin so that he would teach her his magic. Once she learned his magic, she took him for a walk in the forest where they came to a cave.